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I CANNOT claim for the present subject that it is one of 
popular or even general interest; but its importance is beyond 
dispute. As a matter of education, nnd as a department of 
social science, it is interesting to some who have no special 
concern with the deaf and dumb ; but to those who have 
such an interest, no subject can be more attractive.

The first decennial census of Great Britain which collected 
facts on this subject was that of 1801. Those facts, though 
imperfect, were valuable. Still they stood alone. Com 
parison was impossible, for we had not the means of com 
parison. Now we have. The census of 18G1 has given us 
another group of facts, treating of the same class of persons, 
going over the same ground, after an interval of ten years. 
So now, for the first time we have, in this particular hranch 
of enquiry, those means of comparison which have been so 
largely employed, with such valuable results, in other fields 
of investigation with which the census deals.

Snch comparison I purpose now to enter upon.
In order to present the enquiry in the form which will be 

most in harmony with the scope of the social science philan 
thropist and the friend of education, feehall address myself 
in the first instance to the proper answer to two enquiries.
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1. Has the number of the deaf and dumb increased 
between 1851 and 1861 ?

2. Has education, or the means of education, increased in 
an equal or greater proportion ?

Our first enquiry then is Has the number of the deaf 
and dumb increased since 1851 ? The answer is Yes. 
And if we further ask Where has this increase taken place ? 
The answer is In every part of the United Kingdom. In 
Grent Britain and the islands of the British seas, taking the 
total, there is an increase ; nnd the same is found in every 
separate member contributing to that aggregate, viz., England 
and Wales, Ireland, Scotland and the islands in the adjacent 
seas. In Great Britain and Ireland, and the islands, the deaf 
and dumb have increased during the years 1851-1861 from 
a total of 17,300, or 1 in 1,590, to 20,311, or 1 in 1,432. 
Not only is this so, but in every one of the eleven registration 
divisions in England and Wales the same result is shown. 
Deaf mutes have increased throughout the United Kingdom 
as follows: 

	From 
ID Knglnml and Wales ........ 10:114

Scotland ................ 2155
Ireland ..... ............ 4747
Islands of the British Seas .. 84

I. London .................. 1325
II. S. Eastern Counties........ 830

III. 3. Midland do.......... 649
IV. Eastern do.......... 609

V. 8. Western do.......... 1205
VI. W. Midland do.......... 1825

VII. N. Midland do.......... 694
VIII. N. Western do.......... 1237

IX. Yorkshire ................ 1042
X. Northern Counties ........ 471

XI. Wales »nd Monmouthshire .. 771

Proportion Proportion 
oue in To one io

.. J738

.. 1340

.. 13*0

.. 1704

.. 1783

.. 1948

.. 1902

.. 1065

.. 1393

.. 1610

.. 1750

.. 2014

.. 1717

.. 2058

.. 1542

.. 12230 ..

.. 2)35 ..

.. 4930'..

87 ..

.. 1819 ..

.. 10,'S ..

.. 789 ..

729 ..

= 1321 ..

.. 1613 ..

748 ..

.. 1582 ..

.. 1222 ..

.. 677 ..
(««!* ) 814 ..

1640

1311

1176

1C49

1549

1808

1642

1567

1390

1511

1728

1856

1640

1993

1613

  The total Riven in the Irish Returns is 0,653, bat 723 an stated to be 
" Dumb, not DetX"
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Thus we see that in every District the number of the deaf 
and dumb has increased, and we know that the aggregate 
population has increased as well. But besides this, in every 
separate District but one, the proportion of the deaf and 
dumb to the general population bus increased also : that is 
to say, in any given number of our population, there is a 
larger number of deaf and dumb persons now than there 
was in 1851. The rate of increase in the general population 
is 12 per cent., but the increase in the number of the deaf 
and dumb during the same period was 19 per cent. There 
were e.g., in the two counties of Lancaster and Chester, 
which form our own immediate district 1,582 deaf and dumb 
in 1801, or 1 in 1,856, as against 1,287 in 1851, or 1 in 
2,014.*

In the South Western District (Wilts, Dorset, Devon, 
Cornwall, Somerset) the proportion of the deaf and dumb to 
the population has undergone scarcely any change (tho 
difference between 1 in 1,393 in 1851 and 1 in 1,390 in 
1801 being quite immaterial) ; and in the district of Wales 
alone the proportion is absolutely less. The number of deaf 
mutes has increased from 771 to 814, but the general popu 
lation has increased in a much greater proportion ; so that 
the deaf and dumb in the Principality, who in 1851 were 
as 1 in 1,512, were in 1801 as 1 in 1,613.

This is the only instance of the kind the only exception 
to the general rule of increased proportion throughout the 
census returns.

Thus our first question is fully and completely answered. 
Between 1851 and 1861 the deaf mute population of the 
United Kingdom increased very largely. *

  A portion of this increase is probably due to the fut lh«t the returns wen 
made with greater accuracy at the lasi census than in 18-11, when the deaf and 
dnrab were separately enumerated for the first time. It U right to mention 
this, though it does not affect the fact that we ha\e^ctunlly   larger deaf and 
dumb population now than we had then, and therefore require increased mean* 
erf
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Our second question is Have the means of education 
increased in an equal or greater proportion ?

A satisfactory answer to this question is most to be desired, 
as affording the only relief which a benevolent mind can 
receive on a consideration of the painful fact disclosed in the 
former answer. And here again the answer is as conclusive 
as in the former case, and far more gratifying.

The number of " pupils in institutions" in the three 
kingdoms stood as follows, at the two periods under con 
sideration: 

18S1.
In 11 Schools in England ...... 816 pupils.

6   Scotland ...... 250 ,,
7   Ireland ...... 234  

38 1300
Under private tuition at least..........

1W1.
1001 pupils. 

2iO   
400  

1641   

9 ..

This increase of 350 on 1,300 is equal to 27 per cent. Viewed 
separately, in England the increase is 25 per cent ; in 
Scotland there appears a falling off; in Ireland the increase 
is large and striking: and it is to be accounted for by the fact 
that each religious denomination in that country possesses 
now (and this has not always been the case) institutions in 
which the children belonging to its own communion can be 
educated in accordance with its own forms of belief.

We thus arrive at the conclusion which answers our second 
question, and find that the general population has increased 
at the rate of 12 per cent.; the deaf and dumb, 19 per cent.; 
the number of pupils in the deaf and dumb institutions, 25 
to 27 per cent. Thus the means of education have increased 
in a still greater proportion than that in which the deaf and 
dumb have themselves increased.

But any statement, which merely sets forth the increase in
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the number of pupils, would very inadequately represent the 
improvement which has taken place in the social and intel 
lectual condition of the deaf and dumb during the last ten 
or fifteen years. It is therefore right to add, that a larger 
number of them are engaged in industrial and remunerative 
occupations; the number of occupations in which they are 
found employed has largely increased; and the character of 
these employments has markedly improved. They make 
their way in the world; they stretch further; they rise 
higher ; they hold their own in the competition of every-day 
life; they unite with each other in designs which promote 
their common benefit; and I believe that a survey of their 
condition at the present time would afford more satisfaction 
to those who wish them well, than could have been afforded 
at any former period. One hundred years ago the condition 
of the deaf mute was one of total darkness ; seventy, nay 
fifty years ago, one institution existed in Great Britain one 
only; forty years ago, our own was founded ; but really we 
may say that education has only been readily accessible to 
the deaf and dumb poor (and the poor form by fur the largest 
class of these afflicted ones) within the last twenty-five years. 
This is a fact which we must in common justice bear in mind 
when considering the social progress and condition of the 
deaf and dumb. What have you a fair right to expect of a 
class who have only been enfranchised, so to speak, in the 
ranks of ordinary workmen who have only begun to appear 
as a noticeable element in social life as fathers, tenants, 
tradesmen, artists, servants of the Crown, testators or legatees, 
within the last quarter of a century ?

In the census report of 1861 for England and Wales, it is 
stated, with respect to those pursuits " which sweeten the life 
" of man by extending his usefulness," that " a few of the deaf 
" and dumb are engaged in the professions, including three 
" in the Civil Service, one conveyancer, forty-eight artists and
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" engravers, thirteen schoolmasters and teachers, nine school- 
" mistresses and female teachers." Passing the other occu 
pations of men, and turning to those of the women and girls, it 
is noticeable that there are " four hundred and seventy-five 
"dressmakers and seamstresses, two hundred and eighty-one 
" domestic servants, one hundred and twenty-eight laundresses, 
" seventy-five employed in tho cotton manufacture, and forty- 
" seven charwomen." Sixty-seven are returned as wives, and 
sixteen as widows. This I have gathered from the English 
census returns ; but those of the Irish Commissioners were 
published first, and with them I was, until lately, chiefly 
conversant. Indeed they nre in some respects our only guide. 
That they also furnish fair grounds for tenable and probable 
inferences, as respects our own population, is indubitable; 
but inference is all. Facts are found in the Irish returns ; 
for there are peculiar opportunities in that country for 
making close and accurate investigation, as well as of prose 
cuting further subsequent enquiries with a view to verification, 
which would not be possible in this country. The Irish 
constabulary is the agency which has been employed to obtain 
the much larger, and in every sense very valuable, data 
 which we find in the Irish census ; but I do not think the 
proposal to employ a similar organization in this country for 
tho like purpose is very likely to be made, and I am very sure 
that if made it would most certainly be defeated.

The Irish returns contain, amongst other things, statistics 
of mendicancy ; and these, though indirect, are most interest 
ing and telling proofs of tho advance of education among 
the deaf and dumb: because it is education which makes 
the deaf mute into a workman. All that he can be without 
education is, either (1) a labourer of the very humblest class, 
or (2) a burdensome, unremunerative pauper, or (3) a men 
dicant.

I
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The returns tell us most plainly 
1st. That the number of pupils (Class A) has increased.
2nd. That the number of occupied persons (i.e., work 

people Class B) has increased.
3rd. That the number of resident paupers in workhouses 

(Class C) has decreased.
4th. That the number of beggars (Class D) has also 

decreased.
Let us put the fact in another way. Education, or the 

want of it, makes the deaf and dumb self-supporting or 
dependent. An increase in Class A (children at school), 
causes an increase in Class B (adults at work). Those who 
do not enter into Class A, and proceed in process of time 
into Class B, are inevitably found in Classes C (paupers in 
workhouses), or D (mendicants). Now while the total 
number of the deaf and dumb is larger than it was ten years 
ago, the number in these two inferior classes is very consi 
derably smaller; but the number now under instruction 
(Class A), and those who have been educated and are at 
work (Class B), have very considerably increased. This, I 
think, is most valuable evidence of the fact, that education 
can transfer the deaf mute out of the dependent and burden 
some classes into the self-supporting chiss : this I say is a 
demonstrated possibility ; and that the existing means and 
appliances of education have successfully accomplislu-d, and 
are regularly and ordinarily effecting, this most desirable 
purpose : this again is an actunl result.

And here I will observe that these figures point at another 
interesting fuel, that the deaf and dumb as a class shun 
begging. It may surprise some who hear me to have the 
fact thus broadly stated ; but it in a fact, that a deaf and 
dumb mendicant is about the rarest specimen of humanity to 
be found anywhere. Those who appear to be deaf and dumb, 
and are found begging, are in almost every case the excep-
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tions heing exceedingly few wicked impostors. Having 
myself spoiled the game of a good many of these worthies, I 
know their pleas and modes of procedure pretty well. Of 
course the obvious defect in the deaf and dumb is the want 
of speech, but the radical defect is the want of hearing. 
The impostor simulates the first, often very artfully; but 
those who are well acquainted with the deaf and dumb possess 
a power of distinguishing real from assumed deafness, which 
none of these impostors can provide against. They pretend 
to be unable to speak ; and in proof of this they call attention 
to the mouth ; there is malformation or some other peculiarity 
of the tongue. Be it so ; but if the tongue was lost, cut 
out, destroyed, that would not make the man deaf. He might 
not be able to talk very intelligibly to me (though this is not 
certain), but at any rate he could perfectly well understand 
what I said to him ; yet the impostor overlooks this, and he 
is caught. Again, if he makes any communications resem 
bling those of the really deaf, he spells upon his fingers : he 
does not make signs. Now any one may learn the finger 
alphabet in a very short time, though facility in its use can 
only be acquired by practice ; but spelling on the fingers only 
repeats words, and the uneducated deaf and dumh know 
nothing about words. Their natural language is one of signs, 
motions, and gestures : these, employed by them, convey their 
meaning without words. Words are only another later and 
more tedious way of conveying the same meaning. The 
educated deaf, after they have learned a written language, 
spell upon their fingers, but the uneducated never do so ; and 
even the educated often revert to signs in their communications 
with each other, and they scarcely ever forget them if they 
do, it is as rare an occurrence, and as little to be expected, as 
to find among our own fellows or contemporaries one who has 
so long and BO habitually used another language as to have 
forgotten his own mother tongue. I once heard Moil'at, the
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African missionary, say he had nearly done this; but it is, 
as I have represented, a rare and exceptional case.

The impostor then spells upon his fingers, as any one may 
do ; he does not use, and cannot understand, signs ; though, 
if he were what he pretends to be, he would prefer signs and 
avoid spelling. But he does the very reverse of this, and 
then his deception is found out.

Sometimes he confines himself to writing. I remember a 
case in which Mr. Mansfield, when stipendiary magistrate of 
Liverpool, sent for me, where the man iu the dock, beaten on 
the ground last described, gave up talking with his finger*, in 
despair, and would only communicate by writing. But this 
change of tactics did not afford him one whit the more 
security. This is indeed more dangerous ground than the other. 
The ignorant impostor spells bixdly, which the deaf and dumb 
never do. They know words only by their forms are never 
misled by the sound and their spelling is always correct, 
except from forgetfulness; but ignorant persons who hear, 
make the spelling follow the sound ; and if one who pretends 
to be deaf and dumb does this, he is convicted of imposture, 
ipso facto, as it is proved to be hearing and not sight which 
guides him in his spelling. Other persons, of more capacity 
and education than the last class, write very well. In a word, 
they write too well. They use metaphorical expressions, 
colloquial or proverbial phrases, involved sentences charac 
teristics, of which not one is natural to the deaf and dumb, 
but which are attained only, if attained at all, after a length 
ened term of training, and immense perseverance, observation, 
and reading on the part of the individual. The peculiarities 
of the compositions of deaf persons are incapable of imita 
tion scarcely capable of description but are recognized 
immediately by those who are familiar with them. The most 
expert and accomplished deceiver would be infallibly dis 
covered by this test, if he was fortunate enough to evade
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every other. And these modes of detection are various. I 
unmasked one adventurer who had deceived very intelligent 
people for many months, by discovering that when he was set to 
write, he printed the letters, he did not write them, and he 
could only recognize the letters of a word when it was printed ; 
whereas, if he had been to school at all (which his professing 
to spell on his fingers implied), he would certainly have been 
taught to form written characters first, and not printed Roman 
capitals. This was a most indomitable rogue. A gentleman 
had taken him to live for a while at his house in the country. 
He had supplied him with food, clothes, and money, and was 
anxious to have him placed where he could be educated. 
On application being made, he was elected, subject to my 
certificate of his eligibility. I pronounced him to be an im 
postor. Then I was met by a storm of incredulity, and endless 
arguments to prove that I must be wrong, and that the fellow 
really was what he pretended to be. The affair had somewhat 
of a serio-comic termination. A medical man thought he 
had hit upon an ingenious plan for ascertaining the truth, in 
describing in the lad's presence (and hearing of course, 
though professing to believe that he was deaf) a frightful 
operation which he said he would perform upon him to 
restore his speech bringing out and displaying in the most 
elaborate wny all the surgical instruments (applicable and 
inapplicable) which he could lay his hands upon, even to the 
insertion of an iron rod in the fire, which was to be applied 
when it was red hot. In all this the object of so much 
curious ingenuity was as stolid and apparently unconcerned 
as if he had been really deaf though he saw avery action 
and heard every word. A detective, who was in waiting, 
was ultimately culled in; he was to hold the fellow while the 
surgeon operated. All this was done up to an inch of actual 
contact; and though the rascal fought, and roared, and 
struggled, he never spoke. The incredulous thought they
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had triumphed, and that I was certainly wrong. However, 
after a whole evening had heen spent over the case, without 
the anticipated result, the detective took him in charge, took 
him to the railway station, a considerable distance, waited for 
the train, got into it; and not until the end of the journey 
was nearly reached, and the terminus was at hand, did the 
pseudo-dumh fellow find his tongue, and beg to be " let off," 
as he would certainly never do the like again. The policeman 
came to me and said " he has found his tongue at last, sir ;" 
and surely enough, when he found the bridewell and magis 
trate before him, and no escape, he required no surgical 
operation to make him speak. Yet, strange to say, even 
after this, when the evidence of competent witnesses was 
forthcoming to the fact of his having spoken, the gentleman 
who had desired to befriend him asserted that, unless he did 
with his own ears hear him speak, he could not believe that he 
was not dumb. He had his wish. When the lad was brought 
up before the magistrate, and confronted with those whom 
he had so persistently deceived, and those who had seen the 
issue of the struggle between his obstinacy and his selfishness, 
my friend's incredulity was not of long continuance, though 
I believe in my heart that he was sorry to find himself 
undeceived.

I have, however, dwelt upon this topic longer, perhaps, than 
befits the present occasion and audience, except that I have 
done so with a view to the correction of a public evil ; and 
this brings me to say again that the bonajide deaf and dumb 
beggar is an extremely rare personage. Persons of this class 
will work when they can get work ; and when they cannot, 
they will endure uncomplainingly but they will not beg. 
In the first plaoe they cannot be apt beggars : there is 
nothing in their appearance which pleads for help, and there 
is much in their deprivation which disqualifies them from 
seeking it. To the blind, in this respect, as in so many others, 
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they are a complete and perfect contrast. The appearance of 
the blind is itself a piteous plea in their hehalf; and besides 
that, they hear the expressions of sympathy which their 
condition excites, and they have powers of thought and 
speech as perfect as ourselves, and can therefore make their 
wants and wishes known to every one, which the deaf and 
dumb can never do. They are, moreover, far more depen 
dent upon others than the deaf and dumb are; and this 
makes them seek for help. Blindness, again, is often an 
accompaniment of general feebleness and old age ; and this 
additionally swells the ranks of pauperism and mendicancy, so 
that while we regret, we can hardly wonder at the following 
results: 

MendlcauU.

Blind, 1851 ............ 473
Ditto, 1861 ............ 317
Deaf and Dumb, 1851 135

Ditto, 1861 52

These figures are taken from the Irish returns, and apply 
to that country only ; but the inference to be drawn as 
regards Ireland would doubtless apply still more strongly 
to our own deaf mute population. In saying this, I am 
speaking of the adult deaf and dumb only. Most of the 
deaf and dumb children in these kingdoms are receiving, or 
have received, a certain amount of education ; of the rest, 
some are disqualified for attendance at school by physical 
or mental weakness ; and perhaps it may be true that some 
are sometimes found begging, and others may even be found 
thieving ; and for this reason : they may be trained to do 
that, as they may be trained to do anything what is bad, as 
well as what is good to violate the law, as well as to keep it.

RMldrat
in Workhousei.

995
920
296* ...
223

Total.

7587
6879
4747
4930

  Of th« aflfl in workhcrasM in 18.H, serenty-sr* were of the proper age for 
being at school; of 223 in 1801, only fourteen were so.
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They simply, and in simplicity, do what others set them to do. 
With minds which cannot be addressed, and which therefore, 
previously to education, are inaccessible to counsel, threat or 
warning, they do wrong without meaning to do wrong, or 
knowing that it is wrong, at the instance of those who know 
better; and the innocent offenders are in such cases often 
made the scapegoats of the culpable ones. When we can 
get such children away from associations like these, and 
gather them into our schools, they are rescued, temporarily 
and permanently ; because when they are educated and grown 
up, they, knowing better, do better. It is the uneducated 
deaf and dumb who " get into trouble." Only one out of the 
500 pupils who have passed through our school has become 
identified with the criminal class, and him we had been 
obliged to exclude. Indeed the number of deaf and dumb 
offenders altogether is very small indeed, as will be seen when 
I mention that at the request of Mr. Baffles, the present 
stipendiary magistrate, I made enquiry three or four years 
ago, as to the practicability of putting a juvenile deaf and 
dumb delinquent into a reformatory, when I found, after 
receiving answers from correspondents in various parts of the 
country, that there were no deaf and dumb criminals requiring 
a reformatory, or even the establishment of a deaf and dumb 
ward in any existing reformatory.

This shews in a very peculiar, but still a very conclusive 
way, the utility of our institutions as preventive agencies. 
A class which, if merely harmless, would be a burden, is made 
by education self-supporting, enterprising, and prosperous; 
but if it were ill-disposed, it would be a nuisance ; yet, by 
this same agency, these deaf mutes become too proud to b« 
beggars, and too honest and full of self-respect to be thieves. 
Surely to have done this is to have done something : to keep 
them out of the workhouse and the prison. But we do more 
than this; for we send them into the world competent for
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life's duties, in the workshop, in their families, and in society, 
and to " walk in the house of God as friends."

And there are other ways in which this work of beneficence 
has been improved, consolidated and rendered lasting. 
Large sums have been raised and expended in the erection of 
new buildings, and in the enlargement of those previously 
erected. There is scarcely one of them which is now what it 
was in 1851 as regards extent and accommodations, merely. 
The institutions at Newcastle and Swansea and the infant 
school at Manchester have been built during this decade. 
Those in Liverpool, Birmingham, Exeter, Brighton, Don- 
caster have been, or are in process of being, largely extended 
and improved. Besides this, new developements of the work 
have taken place. I have just mentioned the infant school 
in Manchester an experiment rendered more appropriate 
and necessary in Manchester, where mothers are frequently 
factory workers, than in any other place. This scheme owes 
its existence to the persevering advocacy of an eminent mem 
ber of the medical profession in that city, Thomas Turner Esq., 
and the institution is under the management of one of our 
own members, Mr. William Stainer. Then, if we commence 
earlier than formerly, we do not leave off where we did. 
What sort of a scholar would he be who never opened a 
Greek or Latin book after he left school ? What would any 
one be, intellectually or religiously, if intellectual culture and 
religious instruction were limited to the time he spent at 
school, and were then suddenly arrested by his removal, and 
never continued afterwards ? The experience of every one 
amongst us will enable him to see how dwarfed, inadequate, 
and poor this result would be, compared with that which is 
attained through the beneficial influence of society, books, 
study, and the opportunities of public worship. By these 
means our own stores of knowledge are constantly freshened 
and renewed, and further acquisitions are constantly made.
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Picture to yourselves tbe mind in which this does not take 
place where the physical deprivation of deafness makes 
intercommunication on almost all but the most familiar and 
practical subjects nearly impossible, except with a few persons. 
Of course there are exceptions to this. I need iiot be re 
minded of that. I do not for a moment forget it. But we 
must not be diverted by these exceptions from trying to fix 
our attention upon what must be the general, ordinary, and 
inevitable condition of the great bulk of this large class of 
our fellow citizens. It is more agreeable to dwell upon these 
exceptions; but we must not look upon the few until we 
overlook the many. The few can take care of themselves ; and 
whatever is done for the welfare of the many is for their 
advantage also, though their necessity is not so great. Of 
the mass it is the simple truth to say that they are in humble 
circumstances, of moderate capacity, with moderate attain 
ments, and could only spend a limited time at school, where 
they had to learn all that they ever have learned. How little 
did we learn at school to what we learned thereafter ! The 
living voice is our teacher, speaking from the lips of all 
around us, and in the pages of the finest minds in all ages; 
but this voice can never break that silence in which the deaf 
mute is entombed ; and it is spoken language alone which 
makes a written language vivid and vital. A language which 
is unspoken is, in more senses than the literal one, a dead 
letter. For the words we read only represent to us the words 
we spoke, long before we could read at all, and which we 
know are in familiar use by thousands of persons who cannot 
read a syllable: but to those who never spoke them, what 
can they have of that wonderful power of which we speak 
when we quote Gray's descriptive line 

" Thought* Out breathe, «nd word* that born f *

From all this instruction by the living voice, and from almost 
all but the mere outskirts of the world of letters, the vast

1



majority of the deaf and dumb have been long excluded. 
Our own education never ceases ; we are constantly receiving 
knowledge ; building upon the foundations laid in our early 
education at school. Who is to do this for the deaf and 
dumb ? How is it to be done ? Why are they who need it so 
much the more on account of their affliction to be left without 
any instruction in a language (the only language the language 
of signs) " understood by the people " themselves ? This is a 
question which has long pressed for an answer, and that 
answer it has now received. It is within this period of ten 
years, which has engaged our attention to-night, that this 
further advantage to the deaf and dumb has been gained. 
There are new agencies at work for the benefit of the adult 
deaf and dumb in the large towns of the kingdom, which aim 
at placing them in the same position, with respect to intel 
lectual advantages and religious privileges, as is held by 
ourselves. In London and Manchester, separate societies are 
supported for this very work. While I am addressing you 
here, Mr. Turner, of Manchester, is addressing a deaf and 
dumb audience (if you will forgive the misnomer), in that 
city giving the opening lecture of a course on the Natural 
History of the Seasons, which Mr. Stainer is interpreting by 
signs to those whom the voice of the speaker can never reach. 

Every Sunday, in London, Manchester, Edinburgh and 
Glasgow ; in Leeds, Sheffield, Halifax and Hull; at Ashton, 
Birmingham, Belfast, Brighton, and here in Liverpool, the 
adult deaf and dumb in these several localities are assembled 
together, and religious services are conducted in the only 
mode which enables them to take an intelligent and willing 
part in them by their language of signs. We have our own 
service at the Institution in Oxford Street every Sunday after 
noon. We have our congregation of far more than a hundred 
souls, every one of whom is deaf, except my assistants and 
myself. To see us in that hour's service that one hour in
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the week, remember, which is, to heart and mind, the prospect 
and the retrospect of all the week besides, to the attentive 
group which gathers round us to see us then and there, if 
any of you could see it, might shew you what was meant in 
yesterday's Courier by the apt title of " Silent Sermons ;" but 
there is one thing you never would see, and that is a sleepy 
congregation. It is impossible for me to say as much as 
might be said about this particular form of usefulness, on 
account of my own immediate connection with it, but I may 
mention that steps have been taken this very day for engraft 
ing upon this a society for mutual help and benefit for 
giving counsel and assistance, and affording to the members, 
in " trouble, sorrow, need, sickness or any other adversity," a 
friend and helper in their need.

And now, just briefly to recapitulate what has been said, I 
have shewn, I think 

1. That we have more deaf and dumb persons to teach now 
than we had in 1851.

2. That more of the deaf and dumb are taught.
3. That the education they receive is sound and serviceable, 

inasmuch as its effect is to make them respect themselves, 
and make them honest and industrious; for we find 

(a) That the paupers have diminished in number.
(b) The mendicants are almost non-existent.
(c) And criminals are entirely so.

4. That the number of those employed in remunerative 
occupations is much increased, and the area of employment 
considerably enlarged.

5. That the appliances of our Institutions are made to 
embrace far more of the life of the pupil than the school 
age. Infants are not too young, nor the aged too old, 
to be cared for and ministered to, by the agencies which were 
first called into existence for the instruction of youth, and are 
primarily and properly applied to that purpose.
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To one who has devoted not much less than twenty-five 
years of the most active and energetic part of his life to this 
subject and to this class of the community, it is not without 
encouragement to he able to look back upon so much pro 
gress in which he has borne his part, and upon results which 
he has helped to gain; nor is it, may I add further, without 
much gratification that he has seen how willingly and sympa- 
thisingly you have listened to-night to the story he has had 
to tell.


